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A high-current cyclic electron accelerator capable of accelerating several kiloamperes of electron current is
described. The accelerating elements of the device are linear induction modules, which match well to high-
current operation. A racetrack configuration is utilized to return the electrons to the induction modules,
thereby providing electron acceleration to an energy given by the gap voltage multiplied by the number of
electron transits during the total pulse duration of the induction modules.
The bends are stabilized against toroidal drifts due to field curvature and gradients by imposing an I = 2
stellarator field to average the drift motion. This field is analogous to an alternating-gradient focusing field. It
provides containment of particles up to a maximum energy EMAX above which the orbits become too large to
fit within the toroidal chamber. For a IO-cm diameter chamber on a I-meter radius bend, the maximum
energy is approximately 1 MeV per kilogauss of guide field. For a 3-meter bend, EMAX ~ 2.3 MeV/kG. This
scaling sets an upper limit of ~ 50 MeV for this configuration, before the size or field required becomes
excessive.
To move beyond this limit, a vertical magnetic field may be utilized to cancel the toroidal forces at a
particular energy. This field must be increased as the particles are accelerated. In this configuration, the
stellarator windings provide a tolerance in the allowed mismatch between the vertical field and the particle
energy. At high energy, the stellarator field provides a bandwidth of stability for the vertical field around its
matched value, Bzo = 34 KG· E/R, where E is the particle energy in GeV and R is the major radius in
meters.
A simple model for a racetrack induction accelerator (RIA) has been used to derive the system scaling for
size and weight as a function of beam particle energy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Particle accelerators have been developed as low-current high-energy machines or as
low-voltage high-current devices such as Marx pulse-line systems. Induction ac-
celerators have the potential of both high-current and high-voltage operation.
In this paper, the energy scaling laws of the Racetrack Induction Accelerator! (RIA)
are determined and its operating principles are discussed. This device is a cyclic
accelerator that is capable of high-current operation. Long-pulse induction-linac
technology is used to obtain short acceleration times. The RIA ,circulates a high-current
beam through a linear induction module. The voltage gain relation isV == VM TM/t,
where VM is the voltage gain per pass, TM is the module pulse duration and t is the
transit time of the beam around the accelerator.
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At present, the linear induction accelerator is the most common high-voltage and
high-current system in existence. Typically, iron or ferrite-core induction acceleration
modules are matched at a beam current of 1-2 kA. To achieve particle acceleration to
high energy is mainly a matter of length and cost. Accelerating gradients are typically
0.5 MeV/m, with some designs reaching as high as 1.0 MeV/m. The size of these ma-
chines implies large cost and requires large commitments of real estate. Costs in excess
of $l/Volt are now common. Very high-current linear induction accelerators are
possible through the use of radial pulselines to drive the accelerating gaps, as has been
shown in the RADLAC2 accelerator at Sandia National Laboratories.
Various folded or cyclic accelerator designs have been proposed and studied in an
effort to achieve high-voltage and high-current systems without the~ huge cost and
space requirements of the induction linac. A conventional betatron, for example, is
current limited at injection, when the energy is low and the betatron fields are too small
to contain the beam space charge. A betatron with high-energy injector has been
studied at Livermore and Berkeley in an effort to overcome the space-charge limit. A
more radical modification to the betatron, the so-called modified betatron, is under
study at the Naval Research Laboratory3 and at DC Irvine.4 In this approach, a
toroidal magnetic field is used to contain the space charge at early times in the
accelerating cycle. The need for high-energy injection and a costly preaccelerator is
thereby removed.
One approach for utilizing a linear induction accelerator to reach high energy is the
recirculating linac concept, 5 which has been studied at the National Bureau of
Standards. In this approach, the· accelerator is in fact a folded linac, with the total
charge carried through a linear induction module several times. On each transit the
beamlets are enclosed by drift tubes, which isolate them from each other while passing
through the module. Since each induction module can accommodate only a small
number of these drift tubes, modules must be stacked to reach high voltage. The
racetrack induction accelerator, which is the subject of this report, is in fact a cyclic
accelerator in which the entire beam current circulates around a racetrack passing
through linear induction modules on the straight legs of the racetrack.
The racetrack induction accelerator, shown schematically in Fig. 1, consists of a
long-pulse (~ 2 Jlsec) linear induction module and a racetrack beam-transport system
that allows the electron beam to be returned to the linear induction module. A high-
current electron beam requires an axial magnetic guide field for stable propagation.
The minimum guide field for equilibrium is given by
where n is the beam number density. For a 1 kA/cm2 beam current density and 1 MeV
electrons, this criterion gives B > 2.4 kG. Higher fields will be required in the bends to
control drift orbits and may also be· required to suppress resonant instabilities. In the
bends, the curvature· and gradient in the guide field leads to a vertical drift of the
particle orbit. By adding a uniform vertical magnetic field (perpendicular to the plane
of the orbit), the resulting Lorentz force can be made to cancel the centrifugal and grad
B forces at a particular electron energy, thereby removing the vertical drift. To maintain
an equilibrium as the particles are accelerated, the vertical field must be synchronous
with the acceleration of the beam. Since the acceleration occurs only in the induction
module, the vertical field at the input and output of the module must be different,







FIGURE 1 Schematic of Racetrack Induction Accelerator. Inset shows cross section of the field coils
which generate toroidal, helical and vertical magnetic fields in the bends.
accuracy to which the vertical magnetic field can be made synchronous with the
acceleration. Small field errors can result in rapid loss of particles.
The poor stability of the vertical-field solution is due to its requirement of exact local
force cancellation at a particular energy. Instead, it is possible to design a magnetic-
field configuration that provides cancellation of the spatially averaged force felt by an
electron in the bend over a band of particle energies. This configuration is provided by
a quadrupole field that is twisted into a helix, as in an 1 = 2 stellarator. The helical field
causes the particle to circulate about the minor axis of the bend, so that in drifting
vertically, it drifts toward the axis for half the time in the bend and away from the axis
for the other half. The net effect of this motion is to average the net drift displacement to
zero. All particles with energies up to some maximum are contained within this field
configuration. Very energetic particles will have drift orbits too large to fit within the
minor cross-section of the device and will therefore not be contained. The stellarator
winding in conjunction with the long-pulse induction module makes a fixed-field
accelerator up to the maximum particle energy. Since the focusing and confining fields
can be independent of time, the pulse shape of the induction module can be arbitrary.
To accelerate particles to energies in excess of the maximum contained in a fixed-
field system, a time-dependent vertical magnetic field may be employed on the bends, as
described above. In this configuration, having combined vertical and stellarator fields,
the time-independent stellarator component provides an energy bandwidth of approx-
imately the maximum energy of the fixed-field system, thereby relaxing the require-
ments on the vertical field in matching the particle energy in both space and time.
These two configurations allow two classes of accelerators to be identified. The fixed-
field configuration is best suited for accelerating a multi-kiloamp beam to modest
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energies (up to 50 MeV). The combined vertical and stellarator field configurations is a
high-energy system, capable of reaching energies several hundred MeV.
II. ENERGY SCALING FOR THE RACETRACK
INDUCTION ACCELERATOR
In conventional low-current cyclic accelerators, the bending magnetic fields must be
synchronous with the particle energy. To contain the space charge in a high-current
accelerator requires an axial magnetic field, which introduces curvature and grad B
drifts. These drifts can be canceled by imposing a vertical magnetic field synchronous
with the particle acceleration. Unlike a conventional accelerator, where an asynchro-
nism in the bending field causes the particle to adjust its radial equilibrium position,
an asynchronism in the vertical field of a high-current accelerator causes a vertical
displacement which offers no new equilibrium.
In place of the vertical field, a twisted quadrupole field provides a cancellation of the
average force felt by a particle in traversing a bend. This technique avoids the problems
of field synchronism because the particle drifts average to zero for all energies below a
maximum. The bending and confining fields in this case are independent of time. The
twisted quadrupole configuration is analogous to an alternating-gradient strong-
focusing system. This configuration, including the axial magnetic field, is an I == 2
stellarator field, which was designed to control particle drifts in magnetic-confinement
fusion. 6 ,7
F or detailed studies of the particle dynamics in a racetrack, a numerical model is
required to integrate the fully relativistic single-particle equations of motion,
d e
dt (ymv) == - ~v x B,
where y == (1 - v2 / c2 ) -1/2 and B is the externally applied magnetic field. The actual
structure of B(x) may be found in several ways, but the first approach has been to use an
analytical approximation for the field.
The magnetic scalar potential for a toroidal stellarator field, to first order in the
inverse aspect ratio, is given by8
«1>k,9,s) = BO{S + ~11(x)sin[I(9 - ets)]
- k€12 [x 21/(x) - x(1 + l)11(x)]sin[(1 + 1)9 - lets]4/rt
- k€12 [x 21,'(x) - x(1 - 1)II(x)]sin[(l - 1)9 - lets]4/rt
*+ €I + 1 II + 1(x)sin[(l + 1)8 - Irts]
rt
+ €~ 1 11- 1 (x)sin[(l - 1)9 - letS]},
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where x = Irlvr, rlv = 2nlL, L is the pitch length of the helical field, k = IIRo, and Ro is
the major radius of the torus. €[± 1 is given by





where Xo = Irlvr0 and r0 is the minor radius of the helical current sheet that generates
the field. A more general form of the potential would consist of a summation over I. The
numerical work described here has been carried out entirely for the I = 2 stellarator
field. The parameter €l measures the relative strength of the helical and solenoidal field
contributions. The helical field strength b is simply b = EIBo.






Bs = (1 - kr cos 8) &'
to first order in kr.
The straight sections are modeled as regions of pure solenoidal field, Br = Be = 0,
Bz = Bs = Bo. The toroidal stellarator field is assumed to apply over the entire bend,
which is modeled as a semi-circular region. A region of straight section adjacent to each
end of the bends is used to force a transition from a solenoidal to a stellarator field
configuration. If the transition occurs in the regions S 1 ~ S ~ S2' the prescription
followed is
El(S) = .E1 [1 - _S_-_S_1 ]
S1 - S2
k(s) = k[l - S - Sl ]
S2 - S1
in order to linearly remove the helical and toroidal field contributions. Other model
transitions, such as parabolic and cosine, have also been tried with no observable effect
on the particle trajectories. This model transition section does not satisfy Maxwell's
equations, however, and therefore introduces some non-adiabatic behavior in the
particle trajectories.
In a cylindrical stellarator field, given above with k = 0, some of the basic field
structure can be identified analytically. 7 The magnetic field lines migrate about a
magnetic axis and ergotically fill a surface, called the magnetic surface. In an 1 = 1
stellarator, the magnetic surfaces are approximately circles near a magnetic axis that
helically winds about the geometrical axis. For 1 2:: 2, the magnetic axis in a cylindrical
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stellarator coincides with the geometrical axis of the cylinder. For I == 2, the magnetic
surfaces near the axis are elliptical, while for I == 3, the surfaces have a trefoil shape.
Away from the magnetic axis a separatrix occurs, beyond which the surfaces are no
longer closed. As a magnetic field line propagates in the system, it migrates an angle t on
the magnetic surface as it moves a distance 2rcR along the axis. The angle t is the
rotational transform, given by
t(r) = ~ €? RP !£ (Il(X)I/(X))
2rc 2 r dx x
~ €12C~l!YZSClRo(lClr)2(I-2{(l- 1) + (h;)2 + ...J
For I == 1 or 2, the rotational transform has a finite value at r == a and rises slowly with
r. For I ~ 3, the rotational transform is zero at r == 0, and rises faster (higher shear) for
larger I as r increases.
The average radius rs of the separatrix for a straight helix is given by
and the ellipticity of the separatrix for I == 2 is given by
11 . .. 1 + £lE IptIClty == --
1 - £l
near the magnetic axis. The volume enclosed by the separatrix is the useful volume of
the accelerator. For I == 2, the separatrix radius rs goes to zero as £l goes to unity.
For high rotational transform, which is needed to cancel the particle drifts, a large
value of £l is desired. The radius of the separatrix, however, becomes small (crrs ~ 0) for
£l near unity, and has no real solution for £l > 1. The design is therefore a compromise
between the need for a large rotational transform and the need for a reasonable volume
within the separatrix.
After some trial and error, the design point chosen consists of an I == 2 stellarator
field with ten helical field periods on a 100-cm radius circle (or cr == 0.1 cm -1) and
£l == 0.7. This configuration given a rotational transform of t == 51t.
Figure 2 shows the orbit of a la-MeV test electron in a torus with Ro == 100 cm
major radius with Bo == 10 kG and with no helical field. The particle drifts vertically
out of the accelerator volume mainly by curvature drift. When the stellarator field
described above is included on the torus, the la-MeV test particle is contained as
shown in Fig. 3. The la-MeV electron is approximately the highest energy that can be
contained in this configuration. If the guide field strength is doubled to Bo == 20 kG,
then a 20-MeV electron trajectory can be contained, as shown in Fig. 4. The 20-
MeV120-kG trajectory is in fact identical to the la-MeV110-kG trajectory.
The scaling of maximum energy with major radius is not linear, as demonstrated by
Fig. 5, which shows a 23-MeV electron on a 300-cm major radius bend with a guide
field Bo == 10 kG. In this case, the number of field periods on the bend was increased to
keep the helical pitch length the same as it was in the smaller bend. The 23-MeV
trajectory shown is approximately the largest energy that can be contained in this
























FIGURE 2 10-MeV test electron trajectory on a I-meter bend with a 10-kG toroidal guide field, showing















FIGURE 3 Same as Fig. 2 with addition of an I = 2 helical field with €l = 0.7 and 10 helical field periods













FIGURE 4 20-MeV test electron trajectory on a I-meter bend with a 20-kG toroidal guide field plus I = 2
helical field having €[ = 0.7 and 10 helical periods in 2nR.
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FIGURE 5 23-MeV test electron trajectory on a 3-meter bend with a 10-kG toroidal guide field plus I = 2
helical field having €l = 0.7 and 30 helical periods in 21tR.
will fit inside the 5-cm minor radius of the accelerator. The scaling of the maximum
energy with major radius is shown in Fig. 6. The solid line on the figure is the function,
for Ro in meters. This function fits the computer results very accurately for 1 m S
Ro S 30 m, as shown on the figure. This curve was generated for Bo = 10 kG, with the
helical field specified by €l = 0.7 and rt = 0.1 cm - 1
The racetrack configuration has also been tested, and Fig. 7 shows a 5-MeV electron
that is followed for approximately twenty transits of the accelerator. The particle is well
contained, but its orbit grows slowly during the run, probably due to nonadiabaticity
generated in the transition section.
To produce a field model for the racetrack that is not subject to model-dependent
nonadiabatic behavior, it is necessary to construct the field from an actual surface-






FIGURE 6 Scaling of maximum energy with major radius for Bo = 10 kG, €l = 0.7, r:1 = 0.1 cm- 1





























FIGURE 7 5-MeV test electron trajectory on a racetrack, showing (a) minor-cross-section projection,
(b) global projection viewed from side, (c) global projection viewed from end. Bendshave I = 2 helical field
with El = 0.7 and 10 helical periods in 21tR.
the Soviet Union. 9 Several other modular stellarator systems have been devised. IO The
Tor-2 system generates an l = 2 stellarator field with coils of elliptical cross section,
which are rotated relative to each other to produce a helical configuration. By itself, this
coil design is limited to small values of €l' since the helical coils will produce a large
toroidal field component. A more flexible system consists of surrounding the elliptical
coil with a circular coil that carries a current in the opposite sense, thereby partially
canceling the toroidal field component due to the elliptical coil. This design has been
utilized to construct a modular field-coil model for a racetrack stellarator and avoids
the difficulty of analytically modeling the transition section.
The basic scaling laws in size, energy and fields for a fixed-field racetrack induction
accelerator may be expressed as
EMAX ~ 1.15 Roo.60S MeV/kG,
for 1 m ~ Ro ~ 30 m, and the accelerator wall located at a minor radius of 5 em. This
configuration therefore provides a means of achieving moderate energy performance
with a system having no time-dependent fields.
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The fixed-field accelerator racetrack requires excessive nlagnetic-field energy to
achieve particle energies significantly above 50 MeV in a practical device. It is possible
to operate the racetrack as a high-energy induction accelerator by adding a time-
dependent vertical magnetic field to the bends. The vertical field must be made
synchronous with the particle energy. The stellarator field now provides an energy
bandwidth, which is equivalent to a bandwidth in allowed mismatch of the vertical field
and the particle energy. The energy bandwidth is approximately equal to the maximum
energy contained in the fixed-field configuration. As the particle accelerates, therefore,
the accuracy required for the vertical field to lie within the allowed bandwidth
increases.
If the vertical field does not lie in the allowed band, the particle will execute a vertical
cross-field drift. In this drift motion the particle will sample radial positions that lie
within the Larmor orbit associated with the axial magnetic field. If the vertical field
error is small enough that the particle can achieve a new equilibrium position within its
Larmor orbit, it will be contained. The accuracy ~B/B required for the vertical
magnetic field is thus given by
~B < max {PL ~E}
B R' E
where PL is the Larmor radius, R is the major radius of the bend, ~E is the energy
bandwidth provided by the stellarator field, and E is the particle energy. At high energy,
when ~E/E becomes small, the Larmor radius becomes large. These criteria combine
to permit ~B/B in excess of 1% for energies up to a nominal 1 GeV.
The vertical magnetic field can be supplied by toroidal windings arranged in a cos e
distribution on the toroidal wall in the bends. This configuration provides a vertical
magnetic field with high uniformity. A difficult design problem for the racetrack is the
termination of these windings where the bends meet the straight sections. In the
straight sections, of course, the vertical magnetic field would cause rapid particle loss
due to uncompensated drifts. In fact, at each point in the transition from bend to
straight the vertical field must cancel theloeal curvature and grad B drifts to high
precision.
One approach to this problem is to design the bends with a variable radius of
curvature, i.e., not a semicircular bend, so that the local radius of curvature can be
matched to the fall-off in the vertical magnetic field. In practice, this design would be
accomplished by computing the vertical magnetic field for a particular coil and
termination configuration, and subsequently calculating the shape required for the
bend so that the local magnetic field provides cancellation of the local curvature and
grad B drifts.
The vertical magnetic field may be modeled as
including the vertical field index n, to first-order in the inverse aspect ratio.. Unless
otherwise noted, the vertical field is assumed uniform (n == 0). Runs with finite field



























FIGURE 8 100-MeV test electron trajectory on a I-meter bend with 10-kG toroidal guide field plus l = 2
helical field with €l = 0.7 and 10 helical field periods in 21tR plus vertical magnetic field of 3400 G.
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In the previous section, the stellarator field configuration with Bo == 10 kG was
shown to stabilize a 1-m bend for energies up to 10 MeV. The same stellarator field
together with a vertical field of 3400 G will contain a 100-MeV electron, as shown in
Fig. 8. Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate the results of mismatching the vertical magnetic
field for the 100-MeV electron in this configuration. The particle is contained over the
vertical field bandwidth given by 3230 G ~ Bzo S 3570 G.
Figures 11 and 12 show the effect of finite vertical-field index on the electron
trajectory. For the trajectory shown in Fig. 10, which isjust confined in the torus with a
uniform vertical field, a positive field index only increases (decreases) the field near the
inner (outer) wall, forcing the particle into the wall, as shown in Fig. 11 for n = 1/2.
Conversely, the fields are more advantageous for particle containment when the field
index is negative, as in Fig. 12 for n == -1/2. Positive (negative) field index therefore
decreases (increases) the bandwidth over that obtained in a uniform field. The negative
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FIGURE 13 Same as Fig. 9, except helical field is zero.
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provides both vertical and horizontal focusing. The helical field provides an additional
strong focusing that is independent of the vertical field index and allows stable particle
behavior over a broad range of field index.
This bandwidth in Bzo is due to the drift cancellation provided by the stellarator field.
If the helical field is turned off (€l= 0), leaving only the toroidal field,' Bo = 10 kG, and
the vertical field"Bzo = 3230 G, the 100-MeV test electron drifts vertically out of the
torus, as shown in Fig. 13.
The scaling law for vertical field and energy for the high-energy racetrack induction
linac is
B = 34 KG - E[GeV] -[I + a. EMAXJ
zO Ro[m] - E '
where the first factor, 34 KG - EjRo, is the required value of Bzo to just match the
particle energy E on a bend of major radius Ro . The second factor is the bandwidth due
to the stellarator field. EMAX is the maximum energy permitted in the fixed-field
racetrack inductibn accelerator. The parameter a. is of order unity for E ;$ 100 MeV.
For electron energy up to several hundred MeV, the high-energy racetrack induction
accelerator provides a configuration in which the stellarator field augments the allowed
bandwidth of mismatch of vertical field and particle energy. With this augmented
bandwidth, it is possible to realize a high-gain acceleration system, using a linear
induction accelerator to provide ;(: 1 MeVjpass.
III. RACETRACK INDUCTION ACCELERATOR SYSTEM
The utilization of linear induction acceleration technology in a cyclic device implies
certain scaling laws for size and weight of the accelerator as functions of beam particle
energy. The major scaling laws can be found from a simple system model of the
accelerator. This model assumes that all of the volt-seconds of the core are utilized for
acceleration, that the bends are stabilized by the combination of solenoidal, helical
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and vertical fields described in the previous sections, and that the induction module
itself is stable to the circulating particle beam. These assumptions about the stability of
the device will be discussed in greater detail near the end of this section.
Figure 14 shows a schematic drawing of the accelerator system to identify the
quantities of interest. Each straight section has length L and each bend is assumed to be
semi-circle of radius R. Each straight section contains an induction accelerator with
total core length Lc and core radius Rc • Particles are assumed to travel at speed c, the




The number of volt-seconds VM TM in the induction modules is given by
Here 2Rc Lc is the total cross-sectional area of the cores on both legs of the racetrack.
The constant K is the effective change in magnetic field ~B over the area 2Rc Lc • The
theoretical maximum value of K is 3 Tesla, corresponding to a solid iron core which is
swung from - Bs to +Bs ' where Bs ~ 1.5 T is the saturation field for iron. In fact,
insulation and packing factors limit the volume of iron in the core, and K == 1.5 Twill
be utilized for this discussion.
The voltage VM is the total energy gain per pass and may be distributed over several
gaps. Four gaps are envisioned, to optimize the core packing factor. One gap would be
located at each end of each straight section. The average voltage gradient g, in the
induction accelerator modules is given by





FIGURE 14 Schematic drawing of accelerator for system scaling study.
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At this point, it should be noted that the final particle energy V is independent of the
gradient g,
VM TM KcRcLcV=--=---
1 L + nR
The number of transits N required to achieve the particle energy V does depend on g
because
TM KcRcN--------
- 1 - 2g(L + rcR)"
The voltage-gain relationship, V1 = VM TM , that all the volt-seconds be utilized,
leads to some interesting scaling laws. This requirement may be written as
KcRcLcL + rcR = V .
Since the system is constrained to have L ~ Lc and R ~ Rc ' i.e., the cores must fit
within the racetrack, it is reasonable to examine this system for fixed values of the ratios
RclRand LclL as parameters. In this case it is possible to solve for the length L as a
function of the radius R to obtain
RIRoL = rcRo R
Ro
where








This expression is interesting because it yields a minimum transient time 1 M , which thus
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The number of volt-seconds is then
and the core volume is
Since the main cost of the accelerator is the weight of iron, which is proportional to the
core vo~ume, the cost will scale as V 3 • These two equations may be used to express the
core volume in terms of volt-seconds,
(
L/L )1/2(V; ~ )3/2Vol = 161t 2 __c ~ •
R/Rc 81tK
The dependence of particle energy V, with volt-seconds and core volume is shown in
Figs. 15 and 16 for various values of the ratios, R/Rc and L/Lo and for K = 1.5 Tesla,
which corresponds to 50% packing of the core volume with iron.
The following table gives the parameters of a racetrack accelerator, which is
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FIGURE 15 Final particle energy vs volt-seconds in cores.














FIGURE 16 Final particle energy vs core volume.
electron accelerator using K = 1.5 Tesla and g = 179 kV1m (corresponding to
1 MeVIpass):
R = 0.88 m
L = 2.8 m
VM TM = 7.4 volt-sec
Core Volume = 13.6 m3
TM = 7.4 Jlsec
Beam Energy = 7.4 KJ for 1 kA.
The weight of the core in this case would be 51 MT (including the 50% core volume
utilization implicit in the value of K). For a l-kA beam, the capacitor bank required to
drive the cores is 15 kJ, corresponding to ~ 50% core losses,which is typical of this type
of system.
IV. DISCUSSION
Injection into a high-current toroidal accelerator is a key problem. The closed field
lines of the axial magnetic field that was introduced to contain the space charge of the
beam complicate the injector design. A number of experiments have been carried out
with varying degrees of success. These include, inductive chargingll- 15 magnetic
diverters, 16, 1 7 orbit reduction due to self field energy and drift injection. 18
Electron densities of 1010 cm - 3 (~100 microcoulombs of charge) have been
injected13 into a magnetic torus by inductive charging. An inductive charging injector
is used on the high-current betatron experiment14,15 at UC Irvine.
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Magnetic diverters open the toroidal field lines in the region of the injector for a
short period of time to allow electrons to enter. A self-synchronous scheme16 that uses
the magnetic field produced by the current in the cathode shank of a high-current diode
to divert field lines has been used successfully. Up to 50% of a 500-kV, 20-kA, 50-Jlsec
beam has been injected into a racetrack torus. 17
The force exerted on the curved field lines of a magnetic torus by a circulating
electron beam will cause the beam to drift vertically (perpendicular to the plane of the
torus). This drift may be balanced by the addition of a vertical field. This field can be
adjusted so that the F r x B4> is equal and opposite to the drift resulting from the curved
field lines. Here Fr is the Lorentz force resulting from the azimuthal velocity and verti-
cal magnetic field. If this equilibrium is upset, the beam will drift out vertically.
Alternatively, by upsetting the equilibrium locally at the edge of the torus, the-beam can
be drifted into the torus across the field lines. This scheme is attractive for multiturn19
injection as opposed to the magnetic diverter, which is attractive for single-turn
injection.
The experiments discussed in Refs. 17 and 18 were performed by injecting the beam
into neutral gas, rather than at the hard vacuum which is desired for beam acceleration.
Parallel injection of a nonneutral beam ring into a toroidal magnetic field in a vacuum
has been achieved. 19 A 450-keV, 16-kA, 25-Jlsec beam was injected into a 28-cm major
radius torus with a 5.5-cm inner radius. The trapped beam current was 300 A. A
quiescent equilibrium that lasted for 20 Jlsec was obtained. The beam made 3000
revolutions around the torus.
The beam was not accelerated in any of the aforementioned experiments. Runaway
electrons have been observed in a racetrack stellarator,6 where the beam is born in the
device and is charge-neutralized.
These experiments are cited as a partial summary of previous work on injection of
high-current beams into closed magnetic configurations. None of this prior experience
establishes a solution to the injection problem, which will require a substantial exper~
imental effort. An obvious advantage of the stellarator field configuration is that it
allows a large bandwidth in energy mismatch at injection. In addition the externally-
imposed rotational transform can be utilized in the injection scheme, since it allows the
beam to make many revolutions of the accelerator without returning to the injector
The separatrix associated with the helical field provides additional flexibility in
injecting and trapping the electron beam.
The extraction problem, although also untried and nontrivial at high current, may be
easier than injection because at high energy the beam self-field forces are smaller and
the effect of the closed toroidal and stellarator fields is reduced. At the final energy, the
beam responds mainly to changes in the vertical field, which can be perturbed by a
kicker. For some applications, it may also be reasonable to use the beam in-situ, there-
by avoiding the extraction issue altogether.
The high gain and corresponding short acceleration time for the racetrack induction
accelerator reduce the impact of synchrotron radiation loss. The energy loss per pass
due to synchrotron radiation for a particle of energy E in a torus of radius Ro is given
by
E 4 [GeV]
Psync = 88 [] keY/pass.Ro m
In a I-m torus, therefore, a I-GeV electron will lose 88 keYjpass. The racetrack loses
approximately the same energy since the straight sections produce a negligible amount
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of excess synchrotron radiation loss. Even at 1 GeV in a I-m bend, the gain per pass,
Z 1 MeV/pass, in the racetrack far exceeds the energy loss to synchrotron radiation.
The short time for acceleration also ensures that the integrated energy loading on the
walls due to synchrotron radiation will be negligible.
The discussion of this concept has so far centered on single-particle studies and
design issues. In part, this emphasis is justified by the need to establish first that a single-
particle accelerator configuration can be built to the required energy, i.e., that the
proposed device does not require collective effects. In part, though, this study has been
structured as it has because of the enormous difficulty associated with generating self-
consistent equilibrium and stability analyses in the racetrack field configuration.
Nevertheless, some statements on both these subjects can be made.
Self-consistent equilibria and stability of non-neutral systems have been studied in
both cylindrical and toroidal geometry for systems with toroidal fields only20 and for
the modified-betatron field configuration.21 ,22 No such study has included the
stellarator field structure of the racetrack induction accelerator. The equilibrium
studies have found a slow beam drift rotation at the relativistic diocotron frequency,
COd = COp2/2y2 con where cop is the beam plasma frequency, rop2 == 4n ne2 /ym, and COc is
the cyclotron frequency, COc = eBo/ymc in the toroidal field, Bo . In the simplest
approximation, this drift may be regarded as a rigid rotation. The drift arises from the
radial force due to the self fields, -e(Er - vzBe/c), crossed into the toroidal field. In
cylindrical geometry, the Erand Be fields are almost equal, Be = vzEr/c, and the radial
force is then given by - eEr/y2. In toroidal geometry, the fields are modified to first
order in the inverse aspect ratio, and force cancellation to I/y2 does not occur, i.e.,
residual forces of order, - eEra/Ro, will exist in a toroidal system even at very high y.
The same results hold in a stellarator, but are complicated by the elliptical shape of
the beam (for l = 2). In this case both the beam drift at frequency, rod' and the rotational
transform due to the helical fields act to move the electrons about the minor axis of the
torus. These two motions may either add or subtract, and the performance of the
accelerator will probably depend on setting up the helix so that these two effects add
constructively. At this point it should be noted that the drift at rod does not provide
sufficient rotational transform at 10-kA beam strength to operate the accelerator above
a few MeV with I-m bends.
The single-particle trajectory code described above may be used to test whether the
beam self-fields destroy the accelerator bandwidth. In this case the code is modified to
include the beam self-fields in a uniform beam model, as described by Chernin and
Sprangle,21 to first-order in the inverse-aspect ratio.
These fields have been added to the stellarator and toroidal fields described above to
include the beam self-field effects in a torus, for a beam current of 10 kA and 2 cm
radius. With the helix chosen to add to the rotational transform due to the beam drift
motion in its self-fields, the beam current is seen to have a small beneficial effect on
confinemen1. 1
The stability of the beam in the racetrack should be good. Stability studies for the
modified betatron22 have shown favorable stability, provided the beam thermal spread
is of the order 10% or greater. The stellarator fields induce transverse motion, which
should provide a strong stabilizing influence. In addition, the short acceleration time
favors the racetrack stability. Resistive-wall instabilities, for example, are too slow to
affect the racetrack accelerator if the wall is a good conductor.
The beam-breakup and image-displacement instabilities for a racetrack induction
accelerator have been studied by Godfrey and Hughes.23 They considered a l-kA 40-
MeV electron RIA having a guide field of 2 kG and four accelerating gaps. Each gap
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had a transverse impedance of 15 Q and a cavity Q == 6, and provided an energy gain
of .0.2 MeVjpass. With these parameters, the image-displacement mode growth is
negligible and the beam-breakup mode is limited to a total amplification of 3.6, which
is approximately one-third the growth rate of the negative-mass instability for these
parameters-.
V. SUMMARY
The high-current racetrack induction accelerator offers several advantages over other
high-current accelerator concepts. Its chief advantage is the high energy gain per pass
that is made possible by using linear induction acceleration technology. This feature
allows the accelerator to achieve a particular design energy with a short acceleration
time, thereby reducing the impact of instabilities and of synchrotron radiation.
The racetrack induction accelerator has several similarities to both the modified
betatron and the recirculating linac. It is a high-current cyclic induction accelerator,
like the modified betatron, and it utilizes linear induction accelerator modules, like the
recirculating linac. Unlike the modified betatron, however, the racetrack accelerator
does not employ a vertical magnetic field for both bending and accelerating the
particles. This feature of a betatron configuration forces it to satisfy the flux condition,
that the average vertical field enclosed by the orbit equal twice the field at the orbit. On
the other hand, the betatron automatically provides synchronization of the vertical
field and the particle energy, which must be closely matched at injection. The fixed-
field racetrack configuration, at modest energy, requires no synchronization of fields,
while the high~energy racetrack must be independently synchronized within a band-
width of particle energy.
The recirculating linac is a folded linear accelerator in which separate beam channels
are passed through the accelerating gap. In this accelerator, the final beam pulse
duration is equal to the accelerator pulse length. The racetrack accelerator, on the
other hand, delivers a beam pulse of duration equal to the transit time around the
circumference of the machine. The recirculating linac provides a large number of
accelerated particles at modest energy. Since each particle can only traverse the
accelerating gaps a few times, the recirculating linac must stack accelerators to achieve
high energy particles. The racetrack induction accelerator uses the iron to obtain high
voltage, while the recirculating linac uses the same number of volt-seconds to achieve
a long pulse.
In summary, the racetrack induction accelerator offers a new configuration which
appears capable of reaching high voltage and high current. This concept extrapolates
high-voltage linear induction accelerator technology into the multi-microsecond
regime, without sacrificing the high current-handling capability of that technology.
The stellarator configuration allows us to design an interesting variation of the
betatron or the modified betatron by the addition of strong focusing. 24 The strong
focusing makes the accelerator less sensitive to mismatch between magnetic fields and
particle energy.
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